
AL JAZEERA THE ARAB CNN ESSAY

For a satellite channel that broadcasts only in Arabic, al-Jazeera has packaging to tempt viewers away from foreign
alternatives like CNN.

On the other hand, Al Jazeera used paraphrases, direct quotations and background that emphasized its
tendency to include Palestinian sources Barkho  Al Jazeera recognized that if it was to expand its worldwide
influence, it could not do so wholly in Arabic. When it interviews Americans, critics accuse it of being paid by
the CIA. Arab regimes protect themselves from unwelcome tidings by shooting the messenger, as
demonstrated by the number of newspapers closed and journalists jailed. There were 12 Palestinian citizens 14
 Barkho 12 pointed out that discourse is composed of four elements in the traditional inverted pyramid:
quoting, paraphrasing, background information and comments or opinions. In addition to the above mentioned
hypotheses, the study explores two research questions regarding the length of articles and use of multimedia in
CNN and AJAM. The vast majority of CNN articles  In doing so it provoked charges that it was not just
reporting on conflict but stirring it up. The different news gathering practices in utilizing journalistic sources
result from different criteria put forth by media outlets. Neuendorf, K. Instead, Mackinder promoted a vertical
organization of the world by regions and localities. Hostile reactions to al-Jazeera from other Arab
governments drew attention to the harshness of censorship across the region and its many forms. If physical
access is denied to places where news is breaking, this also has a detrimental effect. Meanwhile, CNN has also
been criticized in the U. What use does Fox have for Niger River rebels or dispossessed Indian farmers?
Ricchiardi, S. Sherif, M. Moreover, the dependence on the powerful institutional voices and government
officials as primary sources tends to promote and frame certain political purposes in the media organizations
Barkho  Parker, was the horizontal organization of the world according to class and cultural and ideological
tendencies. The results reveal that the CNN articles were longer and mostly used videos and photos together,
while AJAM articles mostly used photos. Moreover, both AJAM and CNN articles often employed the same
sources across different articles, and sometimes the same quotes were used without conveying any new
information, which is an issue that has also been noted by Bashri, Netzley and Greiner  Chicago: Aldine. Each
coder was trained individually on the coding sheet 12 and coding book. Manning, P.


